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FOREWORD
Our 2021 graduates conclude their master’s journeys in a period uniquely defining.
They met and faced an unprecedented pandemic during their first year, which persisted
with a constancy through their second, and final, stage. Not only did their practice of study
change drastically, but their very lives too; flexibility and perseverance became demanded
of them. It is with this that we stand in an incredibly awed pride of the wonderful results
they have produced. A great deal of lessons and meetings happened in the online world,
but their studios endured steadfast as creative havens during this time of uncertainty.
There might even have been a different type of space for reflection on, and understanding
of, the work and the processes. Unexpected developments in the process, a high degree
of freedom and the student’s own personal responsibility have always been significant
focal points at the Frank Mohr Institute (FMI). The search for one’s own boundaries and
an engagement beyond comfort zones are heartily encouraged by our lecturers and our
educational environment.
Students become familiar with the school’s sense of community right from the start of
the programme. A mutual, collective contact is fundamental; in the FMI kitchen the world
seems to magically knit together. It feels immediately apparent once entered, that the FMI
community is one of practitioners—of makers, theorists and researchers, with the arts as
common ground. Contemporary art is discussed, problematised, formulated, practised,
and created with a diverse fabric of professionals. In addition to the core configuration of
tutors, there are the specialists at the academy workshops, the researchers connected to
the Research Centre Art & Society, and the frequently visiting guest lecturers, amongst
others. The students also contextualise outside of the school environment, working with
partners in the city. Moreover, there is exchange and co-operation at both a national and
international level.
However, we sorely missed the hubbub and chatter in the building itself over the past year,
as much as we missed the art. Fortunately, we can physically admire all of the artworks
and projects in the former sugar factory in Groningen. Viewing, engaging and enjoying are
central, and with them the magnetic experience of the togetherness and creative energy of
our community.
I truly look forward to being amazed and inspired.
Finally, I would like to thank the graduates, teachers and employees of the FMI for their
commitment and enormous effort.
Dorothea van der Meulen
Dean of Minerva Art Academy

WORDS AND AS
MATTER
OR HOW TO
TALK ABOUT
THE ARTISTIC
EXPERIENCE
An introduction to the catalogue texts and the method used to
articulate what matters
It is almost the end of the current school year, and this time cannot but be hectic:
schedules are terribly busy, deadlines overlap meetings, and the graduation is in its home
stretch. This very publication is due to be ready for the final exhibition’s opening, meaning
its preparation has continually happened during the last few months of a master’s degree
that will become an unforgettable experience for all who experienced it. This is a significant
moment, representing the end of a two year period during which each and every student
has grappled to define their own practice and individual standpoint. What it means to be an
artist,—to make, do, unfold, to pull through art—what this entails alongside the questioning
of its mere happening, became the fundamental questions defining this two year journey.
They inhabited the core of any endeavors developed during these years, and you, dear
reader, will meet an impression of answers and outcomes—currently valid—throughout the
following pages. Each path showcased in this publication is unique and individual, dealing
with issues that are both personal and universal at the same time. Moreover, it is necessary
to bear these in mind as starting points to developments that will further unfold, changing
and adapting themselves to what the future holds.
I had the privilege and pleasure of spending quite some time with each student in the form
of studio visits, occasioning much significant conversation about life and about art. Each
encounter lasted around two hours, during which we drifted between personal interests
and practice matters. The reason I am highlighting the method used to collect this material
is in itself an important topic. It has to do with the importance of the artist and their own
time, and it addresses a truth often forgotten by the market: any artwork is nothing more
than a partial configuration, an element of a universe in formation whose creator is the
artist. The value of time purports a primacy of the artist’s life and experience, and it is

substantiated by the decision of spending lots of time (within the limitations of this specific
venture) with the artists. I affirmed this decision in order to encounter less works and
makers, and more intentions and motivations—subsequently articulated through the works
themselves, yet inexorably exceeding them. Together we delved into what moves us, into
the realm of “what matters”: the goals and causes of our decision-making processes, the
approaches and perspectives, the dreams and fears. To support this, I dig out something
old: the essay A Sedimentation of the Mind: Earth Projects by Robert Smithson (1968).
The text is divided into several parts, one entitled: the value of time. It begins as follows:
For too long the artist has been estranged from his own ‘time’. Critics, by focusing on the
‘art object’, deprive the artist of any existence in the world of both mind and matter. The
mental process of the artist which takes place in time is disowned, so that a commodity
value can be maintained by a system independent of the artist. 1

Mine was an attempt to restore values beyond the one of commodity, stating once more
that: “The existence of the artist in time is worth as much as the finished product”. 2
I let you, the reader, imagine the political and social implications of such a statement,
hoping that this hint will have further echoes in people’s minds.
To end this introduction a final observation is needed, one related to the aforementioned,
but from a different angle—namely, the relation of words and works. In the next pages, one
should not expect explanations of works or revelations of hidden meanings. Rather, the
following texts aim to become access points defined by respect for the inherent-unsayable
of any artwork. If something can be said, it should not become a work—I consider this a
valid standpoint when experiencing art. This is not to say that words are useless, quite
the opposite. In fact, both conversation (spoken words) and writing (written words) stem
from the understanding that: “Writing should generate ideas into matter, and not the
other way around”. 3 Words and discourses are inherent to any artistic practice, given the
undeniable fact that we as humans create meaning using words. We cannot but think
through concepts, and concepts do love written matter. But meaning does exceed the
tiny spaces of letters, and its embodiment into physical creations brings much more than
any explanation could ever dare attempt. Many works concern texts and words, be it via
titles, speeches or written productions, thus being dealt with as a concrete substance and
presence. I invite you to know that the following sets of words will present what I myself
understood, in the hope that my interpretations will foster sparks of meaning-making and
world-building. Our encounter with an artwork can be thought of like a swerve: how we
see things might suddenly be questioned and changed by what appears in front of us, by
the disruptive power of the art experience. Unexpected glimpses of sense can tear the veil
of platitude and monotony. I end with the wish that my words may function as a catalyst
for this process, or as a present, a surprise. I give back what was given to me, and in the
exchange something new may occur.
Elisabetta Cuccaro
Guest Writer

1

R. Smithson, A Sedimentation of the Mind: Earth Projects (1968), in Robert S
 mithson:
the Collected Writings (ed. J. Flam), University of California Press, 1996, p. 111.
2 Ibid. p. 112.
3 R. Smithson, Cultural Confinement (1972), in Robert Smithson: the Collected Writings
(ed. J. Flam), University of California Press, 1996, p. 155.

TRAVELLING THE
CATALOGUE
The twenty five artists of this catalogue are organised alphabetically over the following
pages—a decision indicating a respectful focus on their individuality, and the specificity
of each practice. Still and all, the enjoyable emergence of similarities and cross references
naturally defined a series of five thematic clusters, wilful to deepen the territory.
Each cluster comprises three terms, loose enough to embrace clear difference, connotative
enough to specify de-limited thematic environments. Their ordering leads from the tangible
to intangible, describing a journey from the most actual and material, to the regions of the
elsewhere following a sense of otherness. Both the alphabetisation and
the clustering systems offer different ways to explore the works in a wish to engender
a capacity of interpretation.
Enjoy these pathways—may you encounter sudden surprises and unexpected
revelations.
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LIDI BUS
Indented
Shaping

Lidi Bus’ artistic practice is characterised by a strong impulse to
experiment with shapes—an impulse reminiscent of the joyful
forgetfulness of children. Curiosity and excitement spring from her
creations, be they drawings or sculptures. She creates an animated
universe of clashing forms, where contrasting colours and materials
are subsumed by the principle of shaping.
Everything, when reduced to cuts and pieces, can become part of
this ongoing formation process. Change and multiplicity are the
restless co-authors of her creative endeavours, producing chunks of
juxtaposed and jagged forms. Their contours and patterns coexist in
an assemblage where ‘interruptedness’ becomes a unifying principle.
Bus’ creations are forms in formations; indented, zig-zagging,
extravagant. Their erratic outline is distinctive of an irrepressible wish
for being. This charged energy manifests itself better in her last series
of inflatables: varied jagged shapes are animated by air, expanding
into space within a noisy and lively show. It looks as though the
forms are alive: breathing organisms—snails awoken by the sound
of rain. The resemblance between her works and these little shelled
gastropods (or hermit crabs) is enhanced by the contrasting tension
of its parts, especially between the steady pedestals and their moving,
inflatable topping parts. The agitation of the latter, both visual and
literal in its potential dynamism, is counterbalanced and permitted by
the heavy grounded presence of the former.
Curves and spikes, dots and stripes, in their multifarious and
multidirectional development, recalling the growth and spread of Kurt
Schwitters’ Merzbau, sit permanently in progress. The accumulation
of forms, writings and materials happen to give birth to an ongoing
assemblage of independent things—things that manage to read as
interrelated through their own clashing. Observed from a distance,
Lidi Bus’ practice could be understood as a snail-shell itself: everyday
life, with all its collisions of happenings and aspirations, finds a centre
of permanence within a busy, colourful universe of forms.
In the practice’s space, the dispersive nature of life finds a field where
it is allowed to exist safely and joyfully.

FRANK MOHR INSTITUTE
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[1-2] Inflatable Turquoise, Purple and Pink, April 2021
Pedestals made out of wood, inflatables made
out of kite fabric, paint and electricity
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[2]

[1]
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[4] Installation Wood 3, May 2020
Foam, wood, plastic, paint, chalk
1.5 x 1.5 m

LIDI BUS INDENTED SHAPING
PAINTING

[4]
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[5]
[5] Abstract Drawing, May 2020
Paper and coloured pencil

[3] Styrofoam Installation, March/April 2020
Styrofoam, wood, paint, tape, ink
ca. 5 x 3 m
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[3]
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REON CÓRDOVA
Surrendered Futuring
(Non può/ -niente può – dar risposta.)
.../...
Non spero più di trovarla./...
L’ho troppo gelosamente/ (irrecuperabilmente) riposta.1

Loss is the fertile soil Reon Córdova uses to conceive their own
artistic practice. The extent of such a broad field, rich in declensions,
is investigated through several strategies which indirectly hint at the
possibility of fathoming its taxonomy.
This confrontation with something so hard to describe yet so present
in our lives each time we forget, break, give up or sacrifice something,
becomes structured in two main ways: direct actions of losing and
visualisations of the “long-gone” condition. Both cases are unified by
a shared emotional stance, more similar to a necessary admission:
a letting go or a surrender, tremendously blissful. It derives from
acknowledging that trapping things is not only impossible but also
erroneous. Within a broader temporal perspective, we ourselves are
going to be dispersed (back to dust), so why bother?
In the pursuit of comprehending this existential condition, the
tension between possibility and impossibility emerges alongside
an overarching question of perspective, whose futural structure
interrogates how we envision time, care, and their relation. Córdova
tries to depict a state in which what would give rise to desperation
becomes the bearer of alternative hopes. For them, both individually
and collectively, ‘future’ is denied due to the irreversibility of climate
change—an inevitability that actualises feelings of impending doom.
But catastrophe’s gloom derives from the implicit desire to undo what
has been done. Giving up such a yearning dissolves doom into the
myriad of bifurcating possibilities that the future holds. Maybe not
for us, or not the way we wish them to be. But, for sure, it will be for
something. Tears, thus, can turn into an unknowable smile.
Reon Córdova’s work asks for reflection on what we do have and what
we do not, and this reflection involves considering the fact that actions
have consequences. It addresses problematic and latent matters
such as responsibility, accountability and intentionality. But unsolved
paradoxes are raised by their practice which, even if so willing to
leak, still depends on the strongest faith in the self—posited as an
irreplaceable condition.

[1]

1

Excerpt taken from: https://newmaterialism.eu/almanac/w/worlding.html
(accessed April 2021)

[2] Pluck Series Act IV - Pluck & Chuck, 2021
Cement, foam
150 x 80 cm
[1] Pluck Series Act. VIII - Pluck & Chuck, 2021
Film (8 minutes)
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[2]

Pluck Series Act. VIII - Pluck & Chuck, 2021, film (8 minutes).
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REON CÓRDOVA

SURRENDERED FUTURING

MADTECH

[3]
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MADTECH

IVANA ÐERIC
Sprouting
the Invisible

Ivana Ðeric delves into the living and addresses the importance of
the invisible bonds connecting us, hinting at a sense of community
intended as a dynamic ecosystem. She uses plants as the fundamental
metaphor to understand her own work, where they also exist as active
and recurrent elements of her actions.
Ðeric’s interest is rooted in the sensorial and social experience: she
instigates situations which activate all of our senses, challenging
the primacy of vision and hearing. More precisely, the senses are
stimulated in their capacity to connect us with others on a deeper
level. A reference for this kind of connection is that which she
observed in nature, in the seasonal cycle, in the sprouting, growing
and dying of plants. Her work assumes features of living beings,
regulated by this order of things. It highlights the importance of what
cannot be recorded, of the invisible but transformative power of
experience. It is not possible to watch one of her actions: participation
is the necessary condition in order to understand what is meaningful
in it. By addressing how we rely on establishing relationships—not
only with one another, but also with nature itself— Ðeric’s works
ask us to realise that though we are individual, we exist as an
interrelated system, and the ways in which we connect to each other
are a fundamental part of it. This connectivity forms the basis of
her practice. A practice engendering the principle of relaying: Ðeric
initiates processes, but their development happens beyond her
control. Things themselves evolve, and the process advances when
it touches other people and beings. It is in the power of touching and
transforming others, in the openness of change itself, that her work
gets both closer to nature and becomes embedded with culture,
through the sharing and offering of food and time.
Ivana Ðeric’s practice establishes rituals which connect us; despite
their ephemerality, these bonding actions foster a sense of community
and growing connections.

FRANK MOHR INSTITUTE
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[1] Ivana Working in her Studio

MADTECH

[1]
[2]
[2] Experiments on electro conductive
bioplastics and its use as medium for
plant data reading with Arduino sensors

IVANA ÐERIC SPROUTING THE INVISIBLE

[3]
[3] Ivana’s Studio
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[4] Christmas Piñata, 2021
Performance, NP3 gallery

IVANA ÐERIC SPROUTING THE INVISIBLE
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[4]
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[5]
[5] Meetings, March 2020
Happening, Academy Minerva
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HUSSEIN FAQIH
Responsive
Thresholds

Hussein Faqih’s interactive installations question with simple and
effective means several facets around the notion of threshold.
In his audiovisual works, the deployment of both light and sound
brings them back to raw nature: light is light, white and bright, and
sound is noise, the impact of sonic waves. Viewers who decide to
interact with them are affected by their synchronised state.
Buttons or controllers are the tools within which the work is activated:
prompting an experience designed to challenge and instigate.
Here comes the issue of threshold within a series of interconnected
topics. These works act as a voluntary push, provoking a strong
sensory stimulation. Threshold can be understood as the point, in time
and space, of decision-making, of accepting the risk of an aggressive
reaction. Pushing the button puts the participant in an inhabited space
of noisy, blinding light. We are warned, but the warning cannot dull
the impact of the actual experience. Moreover, the state of alert that
Faqih’s work is able to engender deepens an understanding of limit,
and our own responsibility towards it: exposure to a certain intensity
of stimuli calls into question that which could make it either too much
or not enough. Is this going to hurt me, will it exceed, and thus, cross,
my own boundaries? What amount of action is needed to activate
the relation? A relation which inextricably always—by a certain
measure—becomes a reaction? What I can control, and what falls out
of my authority, alongside considerations about notions of danger
and safety, become unavoidable issues sparked by the aggressive
playfulness inherent in these works.
They allow us to realise that life is always performing on us, but
unlike the installation, life is not that clear about when we can push
the button, or if the button exists. Still, the voluntary exposure to
Faqih’s provocative work lets us believe that we may undertake more
than expected, while undressing the aggressiveness of its negative
connotations: life is life, in all its loudness and brightness.

FRANK MOHR INSTITUTE
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[1-2] Huit, 2020
Light, Sounds and electronics

HUSSEIN FAQIH RESPONSIVE THRESHOLDS
MADTECH
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[1]
[3]

[2]
[4]
[3-4] PIAV.1 - PIAV.2, 2021
Light, Sounds and electronics
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[6]

[6] Prototyping

HUSSEIN FAQIH RESPONSIVE THRESHOLDS

[7]

[7] Prototyping

[5] Studio / Five-Minute Break
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[5]
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Quintus Glerum

Minding
Machinery

Comparison is the strategy at the basis of Quintus Glerum’s practice,
which focuses on the relationship between men and machines.
Making this subject peculiar is how we consider ourselves human,
in part, by the development of the tools and technologies we create
to change and manipulate our environment. We as humans, and our
notion of humanity, depend on technology and its development.
Glerum’s work offers situations to reflect on what it means to be
human when our image is mirrored by the gaze of machines.
His work moves between the realms of virtuality and physicality,
and thrives on all the processes which transform data into information.
Amongst a vast array of devices used to set up his installations,
Glerum’s main tool is the computer, while the extraction of data,
and the processing, storing and displaying of information are
key concerns. The comparison between human and machine is
underpinned by a cognitive understanding, recognising the peculiarity
of being human in how we handle information. It generally perceives
life itself as: “a kind of natural information-processing system”. 1
Glerum’s practice is based on the definition of peculiar human aspects
(such as the ability to gossip)—questioning them through their
translation into machinery processes. In so doing, his installations
cannot but raise the doubt that the whole enterprise concerns less
the human and the machine than the human as machine (given
the unavoidable condition of existing through them). As much as
this challenges how special we actually are, it also re-evaluates the
conception of ‘tool’ and how it defines us, hinting toward a networkedperspective in which to redefine ourselves.
Maybe we should consider the human riddle less as the question
of being, and more as one of purpose and making. It is up to us to
understand how, but it is good to know that what matters is less our
uniqueness and more our concreteness.

1

C. Emmeche, The Garden in the Machine. The Emerging Science of Artificial Life,
Princeton University Press, 1994, p. 15.

FRANK MOHR INSTITUTE
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[1] Social Distortion, 2020
Online work

[1]
[3]
[3] DataBricks, 2021
Computer harddrives encased
in concrete with traveling case
300 x 300 x 50 cm

[2] The DataScape, 2020
Online work

[2]
[4]
[4] USB-Totems, 2021
Electronics encased in
concrete and steel
500 x 500 x 120 cm
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[5] DataBricks closeup in studio, 2021
Computer hard drive encased
in concrete with travelling case
300 x 300 x 50 cm
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[3]
[5]
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PAINTING

Eirik Jahnsen
Encountering
Forces

The factual state of being-transformed defines Eirik Jahnsen’s
works—works generated by a collaboration with elemental forces.
Natural phenomena and human nature hold similarities, belonging to
a wholeness alike—one defined by cyclity and change. His art is an
uncompromising act of transformation, wherein the directness of
wild-forces affects all participating elements.
Jahnsen paints with water and fire and his works are direct and vibrant
results of chemical reactions—an energetic battling in which nature
and man confront one another with no goal for domination. What
matters is bringing the hidden connection between elements to the
open, so that it dissolves the just but apparent differences between
Nature and Culture. In fact, another fundamental force that Jahnsen
makes use of is time, in its processes of circulations and deterioration.
This force is encountered in a potential enclosed within surroundings,
in the energy that radiates from found objects—carriers of concrete
traces left by the ongoing workings of time and nature. Time is both
force and condition, an overarching structure in which the principles of
creation, destruction and transformation can be articulated.
In Jahnsen’s work, the underlying tension between tangibility and
immateriality—entailed by the use of such energies—becomes a
question of encountering forces. One of a direct experience that the
viewer has been invited to attend in order to perpetuate the process
of transformation: through the art experience, the potency of nature
is made manifest and so, shareable. Witnessing change implies
becoming part of it, allowing the energy that created a form to thereby
shape an experience of change. Many works literally embody this
intentionality within their surfaces—often reflective—so that the viewer
becomes sucked in by the artwork itself. Both the artistic process
and the works can be thought of as a playground-setting where
transformative happenings take place.
With his work, Jahnsen suggests that mind and matter are not so
dissimilar; both are subject to change, both are powerful means of
a transformation pushing us into one when observed with the
eyes of creation.

FRANK MOHR INSTITUTE
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[1] Fragments, 2020
Installation view
Steel, concrete, wood,carbon, plastic, curtains
3.5 x 6.5 m
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[1]

EIRIK JAHNSEN
ENCOUNTERING FORCES
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[4]
[4] Shapeshifter, 2020

[3] Liquid/Solid, 2018
For Cultural Embassy Leeuwarden,
commissioned by CBK Groningen
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JAEHYUN KIM
Psyche’s
Landscapes

Jaehyun Kim’s paintings are like a stroll in the ever-changing
landscape of the mind. Concrete images of unspoken daydreaming,
their surfaces absorb and exude the working of the psyche. The
expressiveness of these images has less to do with abstract lyricism
than with the concretion of mental processes.
With Kim’s works, we witness something belonging to our own minds;
we travel through its regions. These painterly surfaces present many
similarities to the earth, and thus a parallelism between mind and
earth’s crust emerges:
One’s mind and the earth are in a constant state of erosion, mental
rivers wear away abstract banks, brain waves undermine cliffs of
thought, ideas decompose into stones of unknowing, and conceptual
crystallizations break apart into deposits of gritty reason. Vast moving
faculties occur in this geological miasma, and they move in the most
physical way. This movement seems motionless, yet it crushes the
landscape of logic under glacial reveries. [...] The entire body is pulled
into the cerebral sediment, where particles and fragments make
themselves known as solid consciousness. 1

Strolling across these territories becomes the endless conversation
between conscious and unconscious thought. We can conceive of our
human nature as a form in constant transformation, lived and altered
by desires which keep going and coming yet are not going somewhere
specific. Looking at Kim’s work becomes a meditative observation of
our emotion’s visceral expression: the natural forces within us shaping
our minds. Kim’s heterogeneous materials live the life of these feelings,
embodying the working of emotional states: pigments crack and flow,
regions of expanded liquidity contrast the shrinkage of other areas.
Kim creates painterly substances whose surfaces are the painting’s
image—a visual mirror of our own mind. The process of layering
creates debris, like a river. The nature of the materials, with all their
different qualities and speeds, echoes human nature between sudden
transformations and moments of stillness. Kim’s works bring us to look
inward and witness the molding of our strolling minds.

1

R. Smithson, A Sedimentation of the Mind: Earth Projects (1968), in Robert Smithson: the Collected
Writings (ed. J. Flam), University of California Press, 1996, p. 100.
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[1] Talk, 2021
Ink, acrylic, spray paint, oil on canvas
200 × 150 cm

JAEHYUN KIM PSYCHE’S LANDSCAPES
PAINTING
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[1]
[2]
[2] Blooming, 2020
Ink, oil on canvas
200 × 150 cm
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[3] Brittle skin, 2021
Acrylic, spray paint, oil on canvas
160 × 100 cm

JAEHYUN KIM PSYCHE’S LANDSCAPES
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[4]

[3]
[4] Adjusting the sky, 2021
epoxy, spray paint on wood box
20 × 40 × 5 cm
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SOHYUN KIM
Expiring
Realness

There are things in life we prefer not to think of, things we’d rather
avoid, pretending they do not exist. These are the undesirables, and
it is probably not necessary to mention them, nor what makes them
so. Sohyun Kim, challenging this status quo and its merely apparent
obviousness, finds deeper meanings, small revelations, actualised
within her practice, thriving on the paradoxical tension between
opposites.
Kim’s installations call how we look at things into question, and further
still, the reasons why we avoid looking. The coexistence of antithesis
and contradiction is realised within her work: life is a two-faced coin,
no matter how much one is negated. The indispensable condition
she refers to—the background of all her works—is the inseparability
of death and life; death is close to us, on a daily basis, and we have
to deal with it no matter how unpleasant it may seem. The proximity
of death is found in small and mundane things, all of them related to
decay and excretion: poop, rotten fruit, dead flowers; they all capture
the revelatory moment when life becomes real and not just
an idealised abstraction.
The realness which Kim’s work confronts us with, acquaints us with
our living in fantasy—fantasy which has little to no contact with reality.
Seeing the living through death’s lens is not suffused with pessimism
or the burden of poignancy. Rather, it helps us to see what makes life
truly alive, or better: it is that which does not let us lose sight of the
real. Life has the tendency to reduce everything into objects, while
death allows us to look at things—living things—as subjects. Insects,
mice and annoying-people can be considered nuisances.
Or, as living beings.
Our own feelings and ideals are challenged by recognising dross and
decay: beauty and love are organic and thus not always pleasant.
Things expire—their hidden beauty never.
It is up to us to see it. We just need the right glasses.
1

Excerpt from the song Via del Campo, Fabrizio de André, 1967: Love and laugh
if love answers/ If it does not hear you, cry loudly/ From diamonds nothing can
grow/ Flowers are born from dung.

Ama e ridi se amor risponde
Piangi forte se non ti sente
Dai diamanti non nasce niente
Dal letame nascono i fior.
1

[1] Rebirth, 2021
Wood, plate, living things, pic, steel, polyurethane foam
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[1]
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[2]
[2] Beyond bend (left) Untitled (right), 2021
A picked flower, water, a bottle, fungus, resin, coffee ground
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[4] When Death Feels Alive, 2021
Wood, a projector, resin, coffee ground
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[4]
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[5]
[5] Studio View

[3] Beyond bend (detail cut)
A truncated branch, acrylic paint, polyurethane foam
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[3]
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ELENA MATHEU
Storytelling
Amalgamation

Elena Matheu brings a colourful universe into life, one animated by
figures and motifs and substantiated within painterly matter.
Strength, vigour and swiftness constitute the features of her ironic
gaze, where “High seriousness and high humor are the same thing”. 1
There is a mythic drive that ripples the surface of her works, which
have lately expanded from the condensed surface of a canvas to an
extended environment—saturated with the very matter of painting.
With her pictorial installations, Elena Matheu creates alternative and
humorous worlds in which motifs are both a visual and a narrative
concern; places where images, stories and memories coalesce.
Patterns are less a decorative object than a human necessity to make
sense of the world, to find order in chaos. This need deeply resides in
the stories—myths and folktales—which have survived the waves of
time; stories she uses as a reference to reveal their universal origin,
indifferent to cultural differences. Her work shows us that any identity
is an amalgamation of stories, a storytelling in itself: an illusion of
patterns, or maybe, a pattern of illusions. Her work winks at different
traditions and cultures, bringing a multiplicity of references and
obsessions together, unified by a compulsion to laugh at the absurdity
of things. Through her work, it is possible to realise that facts are less
important than the stories told about them, that anything can become
a symbol for the values and beliefs we are not yet aware of.
Elena Matheu’s work reveals the power of images: they present layers
of meanings in the most condensed way—accumulated within different
articulations and understandings. A snake, for example,
will never simply be a snake, but it will always carry—forever—
the original sin, its story, the morals and values that define it.
This is the secret of the mythifying process, which has never ended
and which continues in our contemporary world: a world filled with the
illusion of having escaped this trick. It is up to us to decide what to do
with its density and abundance. Better to be aware, and laugh.
1

E R. Smithson, What is a Museum? A dialogue between Allan Kaprow and Robert
Smithson (1967), in Robert Smithson: the Collected Writings (ed. J. Flam), University of
California Press, 1996, p. 50.
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[2]

[3]
[3] Untitled, 2020
Interior wall paint on glass bottles and shelf
sculpture, detail of “Everything is Fine” installation
2 m x 60 cm x 1 m

ELENA MATHEU STORYTELLING AMALGAMATION

[4]
[4] Ophelia, 2021
Interior wall paint on canvas, detail of “Findividual/Pussylure”
site specific installation
1x1m

[1] Blackbirds in A Pie, 2019
Acrylic on paper
60 x 85 cm

[1]

[2] Bread and Honey, 2019
Acrylic on paper
60cm x 85 cm
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ELENA MATHEU STORYTELLING AMALGAMATION
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[5]
[5] Pussy Lures, 2021
acrylic gouache and watercolor on paper,
detail of “Findividual/Pussylure” site specific installation
23 x 31 cm
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CHRISTOS
MAVRODIS
Relieved
Vulnerability

What it does to create an image—to interweave strands of life with
colours and lines—is the question circling Christos Mavrodis’ search.
It is an undefined space whose heart is lit up by a small, cozy fire.
What is visible can be thought of as a comfort zone, a personal room
filled with tools for undertaking this enterprise. The vast array of styles,
languages and techniques known to Mavrodis has undergone a radical
transformation: from walls of a too tight closet into his home base. It is
a point of departure for understanding the mystery of image-making.
This shift has involved the liberating force of acceptance, resulting
in a change on how to approach painting. The release of tension
provoked by the plurality of available languages has led to a dimension
of openness and experimentation, in which many practices, such as
drawing, writing and playing music, coexist and support each other.
Freed by the demanding pretense of technique, Mavrodis can better
explore the real matter of his makings: investigating the extent of
the artist’s presence in the work—his role in the creative process.
For Mavrodis, creation starts from life: he picks something up and
filters it through a practice which emerges between worries and
wishes. Working becomes the only viable way of expelling something
troubling from his own system; of untangling the yarn of existence.
The consistency of this uncanny matter has his painterly production’s
viscosity, from which amorphous beings emerge—remnants of
unpleasant daydreaming, finally something other than themselves.
The possibilities of creation are mesmerising, but a burden; the weight
of which cannot but be lightened by its happening.
A delicate intimacy is exposed, quiet and expansive at the same time,
rendered less subtle by the titles which hold matter together.
Looking at Christos Mavrodis’ works, both a feeling of reward and
melancholy crawl up one’s eyes. The thoughtfulness of his enterprise
nudges our attention; we participate in this uncompromising display
of vulnerabilities, resembling a muffled conversation around
a crackling fire.
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[2] Lonely Driver, 2021

EXPIRING REALNESS

[2]
[3]
[3] Thaw, 2021
Charcoal on paper
42 x 29 cm

CHRISTOS MAVRODDIS

[4]
[4] Pixie Meat, 2019
Ink on paper
42 x 29 cm

[1] Pack your things and go, 2021
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[1]

[8] Remember our most
insignificant conversations, 2021
Oil on linen, 43 x 30 cm
[7] Unhealthy; the way we dance, 2021
oil on linen, 18 x 24 cm
[6] Another last day on earth, 2021
Oil on linen, 18 x 24 cm

CHRISTOS MAVRODDIS
EXPIRING REALNESS
PAINTING
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[5]
[6]

[7]
[8]

[9]
[9] Learning when to stop and how to stop, 2020
video, 7’05’’

[5] I won’t forget you, 2021
Oil on linen, 18 vvx 24 cm
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JULIA MCKELLAR

Interfaced
Subjectivity

Most of life happens while looking at and touching a screen.
Over a short period of time, our daily routines have become defined
by a series of new habits. Julia McKellar speculates on how interaction
with technology is physically changing our lives, through her
carrying out a visual exploration of the tiny and mundane aspects of
digitalisation.
In her work, the relation between the body—intended as the
automatisation of its movements into personal habits—and the
interface of data is investigated by collecting samples of the physicality
occurring when interacting within digitally designed situations.
Scrolling, clicking, and swiping now occupy hours of our time.
Most striking of this is that they are not designed for their own sake.
Better yet said, they are not intentional, but a necessary corollary
for being informed of the world and for existing socially. They are
undoubtedly mindless, but not all habitual actions bear such a tiny
extent of significance: walking and breathing are—in contrast—much
more meaningful, something that seems negated to any click or swipe.
They look like gestures doomed to an ironic shallowness. Why are
some habits so empty compared to others? Their blankness derives
from the level of abstraction characterising their practice. It is an
inversely proportional correlation between simplicity and complexity in
systems. In other words, it is a question of immediacy: the action itself
is simple compared to the complexity of the system it interacts with.
Like turning on the light: a simple click, but not that simple after all:
all the cables, companies, factories involved are not that immediate.
But after this reflection, the real question arises: do these actions
empty our sense of self? Are we becoming as blank and shallow
as the swipe?
Thanks to McKellar’s work, we can say that we are not, so long as
we focus on the irrelevant and mundane features of the actions
we perform: they are the ones that preserve the uniqueness of our
identities, saving us from a destiny of standardised anonymity.
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[1] Studio view of installation experiment, 2021
2D and 3D animation with mixed media installation

[1]

[2] Repetition, 2021
Mixed 2D/3D animation, 3 minutes

JULIA MCKELLAR INTERFACED SUBJECTIVITY
MADTECH

[2]
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[3]
[3] Working with interactive hand tracking sensor, 2021
Leap Motion and 3D interactive game
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[5] Sketches for installation concepts, 2020/2021
Mixed media on paper

[5]
[7]
[7] Memory Exchange Station, 2020
Interactive video installation using TouchDesigner

[6] Concept sketches for controllers, 2020
Acrylic and ink on paper

[6]
[8]
[8] Mechanical Worker, 2020
Augmented reality with mixed media installation
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ALAN AHUED
NAIME
Figuring Out Sound

In the music field, rules are the masters to be followed. Many of
them are taught, in order to learn how to play. Skills are developed,
alongside a strong sense of what is right or wrong. Even more:
a consistent fear of doing things wrong. Alan Ahued Naime
challenges this approach, advocating for the importance and value of
mistakes and failures through his explorative practice based on trial
and error learning.
Playfulness is instrumental both for his process and within his
works, especially as it empowers the examination of situations with
openness. In doing so, ‘rightness’ leaves space for curiosity and
research. In Naime’s works, the element of play is not only a principle
of his practice, but also a way to approach the audience,
or a conceptual element of a piece. Playfulness is the attitude which
allows an experimentation with things, enabling a discernment of the
various aspects and elements constituting any matter of interest.
Here, the question of rules comes back, less something given to be
followed and more a structural and operative principle found in the
process itself.
The playful explorer is also a methodical researcher. While playing
around, Naime acquires knowledge like an empirical analyst.
His works are both experimental settings and the outcomes of
experiments in which composition is the most important feature.
For Naime, to compose means to know how things work—their
elements, their mechanisms. Breaking what is given for granted
reveals structural principles and engenders a possibility to question
them. It is the plurality inherent in any possibility that fascinates
Naime. This dimension is usually realised in the openness of his
interactive installations, which always consider the uniqueness of the
participant—their personal background—as one of the variables in his
works able to affect the meaning of any designed experience.
Naime thoroughly attempts to conceive things differently, pushing and
twisting perception and how we think of it. Especially through sound—
the aural dimension whose vibrations affects us, always. Especially of
sounds, challenging its own understanding. May the experiment begin.
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[1] Plasticity of Sound, 2021
Stereophonic sound systems

[1]

[2] Audio setup for Plasticity of Sound

ALAN AHUED NAIME INTERFACED SUBJECTIVITY
MADTECH

[2]
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[3]
[3] Syncretisms, 2019
Steel and electronics
100 x 90 x 120 cm
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[5] Prototyping evolution for
suspended sound sculpture
[4] Prototype for a new work

ALAN AHUED NAIME INTERFACED SUBJECTIVITY
MADTECH

[5]
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[4]

[6]
[6] Mechanism of the work Skip
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JANNEMAREIN
RENOUT
Looking Is Touching
Jannemarein Renout’s practice questions the meaning of life through
its confrontation with the nature of image—an ongoing attempt to
discover the boundary of what can be accepted as such.
Photography sheds some light on how pictures can help to
understand what it is to live.
The significance of this quest is further deepened in her latest series—
commenced February 2020—by means of dealing with objects,
photos, and notes from her father’s belongings. In these items, where
time and memory are condensed and fragmented, Renout finds the
necessary distance to explore what a life is: traces of meals, social
contacts, physiological routines, sexuality. Identity. The distancing
happening in this series might appear as a strategy to hold off too
personal and emotional a connection, yet it is not. Contrary to this
first impression, it is actually the tool to reach a closeness otherwise
impossible.
When Renout affirms that this work is not about her father, she is
touching on a delicate truth. One associated with a long-standing
misunderstanding that has accompanied image-making since its
origin, and is reinforced by photography. It is a misinterpretation
about the nature of image. Simply said: images are images, not
people, nor reality. They are footprints that hint toward interests and
questions forming much of a person’s life. This first difference, the act
of separating the literality of the matter from the literal (human) being
is as fundamental as often missed. The strong relations between them
should not denote they coincide. The understanding of this essential
difference becomes the access to a deeper closeness.
Renout’s photos of her father—and, in a different way, the collected
objects and written notes—are the footprints of a person distinct
from Renout’s father himself. The individual, his struggles and
routines outside the bonding limits of paternity, is what emerges from
interrogating this material. Touching these images and their surface
grants an invaluable opportunity to understand the criticality of vision
and memory for questioning the self, its bonds, its numerous facets.
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[1] Overview, from left to right
A Fresher Feel, Brighten Up, Slip Away, 2021
Spray paint, inkjet, stardust on canvas
112 x 155
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[1]

[3] Staying Changeable, 2021
Inkjet on canvas, 105 x 155 cm

[2]

[3]
[4]
[5]

[5] No Sooner, 2021

[4] Not Completely Dry, 2021
Inkjet on canvas, 104 x 155 cm

JANNEMAREIN RENOUT LOOKING IS TOUCHING

[6]
[7]
[7] Brighten Up, 2021

[6] A Fresh Feel, 2021

[2] You Should Have Been Here Last Week, 2021
Inkjet on canvas, 105 x 155 cm
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LIVIA RIBICHINI
Expanded
Proprioceptions

Livia Ribichini is an experimenter of sensations and perceptions.
She explores this by creating installations where the virtual and the
physical enter into a reciprocal contamination. Her research comprises
digital animations and virtual environments, alongside performative
programmes materialised with and by machines or other materials.
The variety of deployed means and solutions is not dispersive;
it brings a sense of cohesion allowed by the capacity to evoke strong
bodily experience, through transfer and sublimation.
Her works draw on her own impressions and dreams, and elaborate
visualisations of inner landscapes and perceptions. A visceral feeling
arises, which cannot be directly presented without causing its own
disappearance—in more or less sublimated ways. Ribichini tickles us
with the ineffable presence of the physical subconscious—the halfarticulated awareness of our most inner dimensions. The reversionturning characterising her work reveals anagrammatic function:
parts are broken down and recomposed, inner spaces become
external landscapes. The feeling behind this process lingers in her
works, even when not directly addressed.
Dream’s mysterious working is understood in its organic nature
and ongoing activity: the alteration of physiological stimuli in visual
representations or situations, the intrusion of life into dreamscapes,
and the other way around. These happenings inhabit the territory
travelled by Ribichini’s practice. It becomes actualised by the
hoovering feeling of distortions enabling her works to hint at a unity
and interconnectedness close to us yet hard to explain. Innards bridge
the illusory separateness between beings, and of beings and things:
machines and bodies have internal workings subtly acknowledging
the “continuity of life”. 1 Looked upon from inside, our self forgets its
separation, finding a way to perceive itself as part of a whole whose
stability is mere appearance.
A continuous motion passes through all beings: we just need to tune
our senses and understanding to its presence. Ribichini helps us to
expand our proprioception to the whole we are a part of—connecting
us through the bodily working of dreams.

1

A. Breton, Manifesto del Surrealismo (1924), accessed through:
http://www.didatticarte.it/Blog/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/manifesto-del-Surrealismo.pdf, p. 15.
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[1] dYXcourZe, October 2020
Video, infinite. A/V live performance during
the LCF Live Cinema Festival in Roma
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[1]

[2-3] Epicenter 11.11, 2021
Showcasted at the DiSplay of the Re:Search:Gallery NP3 in Groningen January 2021
kinetic sculpture. 4 x 3 x 2 m

LIVIA RIBICHINI
EXPANDED PROPRIOCEPTIONS
MADTECH

[3]
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[2]

[5]
[4-5] Creation of the Sophie Mars avatar
Collaboration for the project Mindful Mutations
Showcasted during the the Rewire festival in Den Haag (may 2021)
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[4]
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Marjolijn Rijks
Cherished
Alchemy

You are transforming. Everything around you and within you is in
a permanent state of change, a constant process understood as a
system of flow. Materials and forms are subjected to changes of state
and purpose. Marjolijn Rijks’ practice cherishes and celebrates this
impermanence of things through acts of creation and destruction.
Rijks is aware that both matters and values mutate—especially our
evaluations of things. This occurs in a constant process of revision
to whose eternal laws she adapts her production. Previous works
become raw material for newer creations in a concrete attempt to
answer an urgency of renewal. Paintings are destroyed into pieces,
or fused together by interventions with different sets of materiality,
an encroachment on the century-old tradition of painting: plastics,
epoxy and polyurethane impregnate and assimilate what was before
their intervention, altering to a new entity. This ongoing process of
transmutation and its implicit suggestion that everything can be
distilled, refined, and recombined, posits the premise of a universal
interconnectedness. Rijks, pursuant to an alchemic reading of
life, sees everything as a momentary configuration with varying
concentrations of original substances and principles. The physical
and spiritual are interrelated in the balance between mind, spirit
and body. Within this understanding, art has the power to manifest
the presence of a transcendence through its concrete realisations.
The facticity of transcendence is yielded by the primary presence of
intuition. In Marjolijn Rijk’s experience, it appears in two different yet
related forms—understood to emerge from different sources, from
a metaphorical “above and below”. The first form is one of vision,
whereby an idea appears as a clearly defined image.
The second stems from materials, from the act of experimenting
without a preconceived plan in mind. These two principles define
the modalities through which ideas are configured as transformative
experience, materialised into processes and projects.
Marjolijn Rijks’ practice is a joyful actualisation of life-forming energies
and impulses, where forms are just a temporary state of being,
prone to transformation into ever-changing new configurations.
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[1] Hold It Together, 2021
Acrylic paint, canvas, epoxy & PU
95 x 76 cm

MARJOLIJN RIJKS
CHERISHED ALCHEMY
PAINTING
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[1]
[2]
[2] Hold It Together, 2021
Acrylic paint, wood, plaster, PU, cotton canvas
60 x 25 cm
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[3] Hold It Together, 2021
Acrylic & oil paint, cotton canvas, plaster,epoxy & PU
49 x 101 cm

MARJOLIJN RIJKS
CHERISHED ALCHEMY
PAINTING
FRANK MOHR INSTITUTE

[4]

[3]
[4] Alpha The Creature, 2020
Cotton canvas, acrylic & oil paint,epoxy & PU + speaker
59,50 x 50 cm
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SALLY SAMAAN

Dreaming AI

The piercing radiant moon/ The storming of poor June
All the life running through her hair
Approaching guiding light/ Our shallow years in fright
Dreams are made winding through my head...
Before you know, awake.1

What is real, are we real? Is there any difference between being awake
and being asleep? Is our reality a series of shadows, or is it authentic?
Perhaps drawing a clear line between the woken state and the
sleeping one is not possible: “We are such stuff as dreams are made
2
on, and our little life is rounded with a sleep” . Sally Samaan travels
through the blurred lands of dreams and memories in search of the
self and its true consistency.
Her work begins with the realisation that remembering is everything
but reliable, if we intend to hold dear to facts. The trueness of memory
is questioned, and it is here that dreams and AI generators enter
the scene. Processes of recalling memories and of dreaming look
alike, with the mere distinction that the former seems a conscious
act and the latter an unconscious one: it is a hallucination wherein
our mind reconfigures previously seen images, emotional states and
experiences into new patterns. This working of dreams has
a lot in common with AI text generators, of which Samaan decided
to feed recollections of her own dreams and memories to. In doing
so, three different personalities seemed to emerge from the chosen
AIs, themselves shaped by divergent sets of texts, an echo of how
life-happenings carve our surfaces and substances, making the way
we are what we are.
In the parallel between generating dreams and AI engineered texts,
Samaan finds the human spark of personality: humans and machines
both carry a uniqueness, and once we acknowledge this a reciprocal
understanding between human and artificial intelligences emerges,
giving rise to an assimilative collaboration. Generation results from
merging, breeding and dreaming through several passages in a
looping process where original and generated versions exchange
status. Samaan’s work shows that the self is just the collection and
recollection of impressions left on us by life—an ever-changing
engraving carved by time.
1
Excerpt from the song Spiders, Systems of a Down, 1999.
2

W. Shakespeare, The Tempest, act 5, scene 1.
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[2] Faces, 2021
Ai generated faces, Max Patch,
surround soung
[1] Reflecting Self, 2021
Talking to self, Plexiglass mirrors, screen,
generated video from own portrait

SALLY SAMAAN
DREAMING AI
MADTECH

[2]
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[1]
[3]
[3] Talking to Self, 2021
Plexiglass mirrors, screen,
generated video from own portrait
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[5] Untitled, 2021
Ai generated poems,
Ai generated video,
Arduino’s, TFT’s

[4] studio shot, 2021
Left: Big screen (a page of my thesis website
//interactive page coded by me//)
Right: laptop (the Max patch and sound for the Faces work)

SALLY SAMAAN
DREAMING AI
MADTECH

[5]
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[4]

[6]
[6] Working on a Project, studio 2021
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XINYUE SHAO

Converting
Readability

Xinyue Shao’s work takes the news as an investigative starting point
to tackle information and communication operativity. Her process
brings visibility, and so understandability, to how we try to grip this
world. Shao’s approach relies on design and its means, but it presents
an open-endedness that reaches far beyond any problem-solving
method.
The news’ structure is understood in its aspects of context, form,
and content. Starting by questioning these basic elements, her work
develops as a search for the content’s form, for the mechanisms
whose underlying working creates the possibility of communication.
In other words, her work is a visual revision of news, a series of
operative formal translations, abandoning the specificity of content
in favor of expounding its implicit working. Her practice consists of
finding methods to visualise that there are rules enabling the exchange
of information. These visualisations appeal to the senses for both their
generative rigor and poetic flair.
The visual space of translation she creates depends on a series of
passages whose application engenders unique visual works, their
final outcome as necessary as is arbitrary in its premises. Texts are
processed through a series of recoding operations, which are less a
commentary about the given information’s authenticity and more a
visual embodiment of the implicit process of translation. Moving away
from concepts, a space for critical thinking is allowed. The distance
between the original text and its final visual transformation into
something no longer readable accentuates the issue of readability
itself. It lets us reflect on the fact that any information is just a question
of translations; a series of mediations which form meaning.
Shao’s elaborate conversion systems, reducing texts to pure vision,
re-inform us that codes define our universe. Her systems also invite us
to question our own attitudes, working as an imaginative reminder that
what matters lies in the opportunities having questions bring.
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[1-2 ] Another Page (detail), 2021
Video installation, mixed media,dimensions variable
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[1]
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[1]

[2]
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[1]

[3]
[4]
[4] Studio View

XINYUE SHAO CONVERTING READABILITY

[5]
[5] Research Process of Another Page (talk), studio 2021

[3] Another Page (detail), 2021
Video installation, mixed media
dimensions variable video, 8’59’’, 8’39’’
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JUI-TSZ SHIU

Ideal Place

A place works as the bond between our lived experience and its
meanings. It is established in the space of difference between reality
and memory. Jui-Tsz Shiu’s artistic practice continually revisits
different ways to approach this space—a space which can be called
imagination. Her works are grounded in the powerful correspondence
between spatial matters and the metaphorical and symbolical values
that the very notion of space carries.
The preferred subject through which she pursues this investigation
is the concept of home—understood both as lived space, bound by
wishes and feelings, and as modeling structure. In fact, the experience
of space can shape our understanding of life, while places can define
our way of living: “The house we were born in has engraved within
us the hierarchy of the functions of inhabiting that particular house,
and all the other houses are but variations on a fundamental theme”.1
We inhabit our own existence, pushed to reach an ideal which is
simultaneously place and value.
In Shiu’s works, the notion of dream-house becomes an effective
means to approach this ideal space—less a reachable goal than a
directional drive. Her mixed media installations create short circuits
between mapping and touring strategies, and deploy tools, materials
or sites directly related to building-enterprises and architectural
methods. Unexpected correspondences or shifts are often provoked,
and the resulting outcomes can be regarded as glimpses of the ideal
place’s existence, of its fleeting substance. The differential effect
induced by the use of poetic means—the persistence of intervals and
gaps between the many evoked visual and mnemonic associations—
is what actualises and confirms the destination of Shiu’s journey.
In the impossibility of a perfect overlap between the memory of
something and its reality, wishes are born and too cradle visions.
Shiu’s work gives us the opportunity to both find access points and
keep a connection with this dimension. Dreams and memories inhabit
the route to imagination, or maybe imagination is made up of their
very substance. Let’s build our home with this matter.

1

G. Bachelard, The Poetic of Space, Taipei,
TW: Living Psychology Publishers, 2003 (1957), p. 15
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[2] Imaginary House, 2019
Video, 7’14”

[1] Scenery (detail), 2020
Digital print, spray on wood, plastic,
projection, dimensions variable

JUI-TSZ IDEAL PLACE
MADTECH

[2]
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[1]

[4]
[4-5] Dream House Foundation (detail), 2020
Video, cement, pencil on paper, spray on wood,
quiz, projection, dimensions variable
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[3]

[6-7] Further Place (detail), 2021
Spatial installation, dimensions variable

[5] Lost House (detail), 2020
Digital print, sketch on tracing paper, videos
84.1 x 118.9 cm, 58’42’’, 13’15’’
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[6]
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[5]

[7]
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ALEXANDRA
SUBOTA

Minced Childhood
Alexandra Subota reveals the paradoxical dimension of everyday life
by producing two and three dimensional mixed-media concretions. In
her works, accumulations of raw matter get sugar-coated with flashy
colours of either fluffy or shiny elements. Or both, and even more:
glitters, plastic hair clips and other cheap products for the hobby-lover
appear in her works, giving the strong impression that ugliness must
be made pretty and precious.
Subota’s works condense a conflictual state which is typical of our
daily life: our desires for fun, peace and freedom are regularly smashed
by routine, with its boredom and obligations. The wish for a happy
life faces many impossibilities and constraints, from open forms of
violence to more subtle losses. Subota’s work seems to be a reaction
to the consideration that lots of things suck. That our good intentions
have to be regularly confronted with small and big tragedies.
This is the background that helps us to read her works: the evidence
that things are constantly falling apart and people keep trying to fix
them—cheering themselves up—despite knowing that things continue
to fall apart.
Her works are concrete attempts at resistance, an effort that combines
playfulness and irony to make the best of this gloomy state of things.
But the type of playfulness she deploys constitutes something of
childhood memories, a time when unawareness bestowed happiness;
at least so it seems when we look back. Subota’s playful attitude
evokes remnants of childhood days through objects and materials
typical of a child’s activities: cheap things, overly colourful and eyecatching, are used as ornaments. But these remnants of childhood
give a disturbing minced-meat-like impression: the act of reminiscing
renders them processed, more prone to contamination and
degradation. The golden age of childhood is undoubtedly past.
Its innocence is lost, we cannot close our eyes: violence is here.
Subota materialises a playground with her work, where cuteness
strives to defend itself. Her definitive weapons are irony and cynicism,
coalesced in irreverent creations, where obligations are defeated
between the attractiveness and repulsiveness of her works.

FRANK MOHR INSTITUTE
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[1] Getting ready 1, 2021
Polyurethane, tie-rips, blade, sugar pearls
30 x 15 x 15 cm

ALEXANDRA SUBOTA
MINCED CHILDHOOD
PAINTING
FRANK MOHR INSTITUTE

[1]
[2]
[2] Happy Zone, 2021
Mixed media
300 x 150 x 75 cm
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[3] It rains, it pours, 2020
Papier-mâché, mirror stones
30 x 30 x 20 cm

ALEXANDRA SUBOTA
MINCED CHILDHOOD
PAINTING
FRANK MOHR INSTITUTE

[4]

[3]
[4] Skandal6, 2020
Silicone, crepe paper, 90 x 90 x 80 cm
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PAINTING

JESSIE TAM

Germinating
Epiphanies

Without life, art cannot exist. But life can exist without art, even though
it would probably be much more meaningless. Art and life look at each
other, sometimes, unsure of where one starts and the other ends.
A clear separation is not always the case. A dimension of everyday life
is brought to art-making in Jessie Tam’s practice. Her works do not
seek to express something; they exist and accompany existence. They
are growing with her, finding purpose in the distance between moment
and memory. Collecting things—making them collectible—is an
opportunity to find what is lost, to shed light on those moments of life
which can be meaningful and totally meaningless. Somehow, the very
attention and dedication given to them is what makes them matter.
And they grow, like a garden, germinating meaning.
Jessie Tam deals with the little things, the easily forgotten ones. Her
art is a conversation which tries to recall stories, to contribute to the
happenings of life. What matters is that impossible to document;
something too thin and fragile to survive standardised archiving. The
moments she collects are not facts. It is the living that makes the
subject of her works—works that do not act as documents. Rather,
they address the significance of intimate encounters, they try to shape
the ineffable sparking from little things. Her practice is suffused with
the precarity of joy, and touched by a smiling wistfulness. Things are
not just things, but presences whose significance is as fleeting as the
whisper of a wish. While looking at her installations, the silent kindness
of mutual care appears. Things help each other to tell stories without
narratives. Stories of being; metaphors of existence. They are hints
of identity as momentary encounters, the reflective shade of what it
means to be human, or maybe of how we can be humane humans. The
most vulnerable things, the ones whose passage is barely noticed, are
those pregnant with sudden epiphanies: something has to get lost in
order to be found.

FRANK MOHR INSTITUTE
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[1] How to Tango with a Vacuum Cleaner, 2021
Performance, 3’48”, video by Tianyi Zheng

[1]

[2] How to Fly Like a Fly, 2020
Still image, 4’04”, size variable, sound, color

JESSIE TAM
GERMINATING EPIPHANIES
PAINTING
FRANK MOHR INSTITUTE

[2]
[3]
[3] The Eyeball Visited the Old Home and Cut Itself into Half, 2021
Abandoned plaster in house construction site, a set of two, size variable
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[4] I wrote veggies letters to the geese to befriend with them, 2021

JESSIE TAM
GERMINATING EPIPHANIES
PAINTING
FRANK MOHR INSTITUTE

[4]
[5]
[5] Be Friend OK?, 2019
Still image, 08’00”, sound, color
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MADTECH

JOEKE
VAN DER VEEN

Interposed Handwriting
Writing is the central element of Joeke van der Veen’s artistic practice;
it is investigated through the nature of its connective substance.
First and foremost, it is her privileged way of processing things; thanks
to writing’s mysterious workings, thinking can become materialised,
despite words not being the most concrete material we might think
of. When thoughts are elaborated, becoming both substance and
medium in our understanding of everything—ourselves, the world,
others—then we are connecting, bridging the blanks of separateness.
Joeke van der Veen takes care of what can happen in this ephemeral
space of relational qualities. With a delicate and humane touch,
her practice tackles questions around mediation. This is presented
concretely as the decision to use handwriting. Alongside its inherently
personal nature, it also activates an embodied simulation of the act of
writing in its message’s receiver, thus pulling people closer beyond
external distance.
The blurred border between the materiality and immateriality of
connection is solved in the tangibility of mediation. It unifies digital
and analogical means, virtuality and concreteness. Within various
series of settings, handwritten notes are sent to people through their
virtual equivalent: images of handwritten notes. In an almost neverending process of activated mediations, technology plays a central
role in the works. It is deployed as a fundamental part of our relation
with the world, not just as mere instrument. Thus, the utilisation of
distancing-devices, the interposition of several tools such as printers
or phones, add layers of differently-embodied meanings and reinforce
a sense of closeness. In the workings of the process, in the waiting, in
the noises of devices, the intention of connecting grows past latencies
and difficulty.
While mediation and communication are definitive elements
foregrounded in her practice, the heart of van der Veen’s work still
resides in the human: the human need for connection, the importance
of compassion and empathy as the bridges of intrapersonal and
interpersonal voids. Voids through which we can reach one another
and build a world to belong to, together.

FRANK MOHR INSTITUTE
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[1] Joeke’s desk with notebooks

JOEKE VAN DER VEEN
INTERPOSED HANDWRITING
MADTECH

[1]

FRANK MOHR INSTITUTE

[2]
[2] Paper Studies, 2021
Paper and paper tape
50 x 65 cm
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[3] Submission, 2021
Black ink on a page from the book Intimations by Zadie Smith,
1535 x 2126 pixels, page from Intimations (Smith, 2020, p. 6), scan

JOEKE VAN DER VEEN
INTERPOSED HANDWRITING
MADTECH

[3]

FRANK MOHR INSTITUTE

[4]
[4] When Reading This Handwritten Text Your Brain Activates
the Mirror Mechanisms Controlling Your Hand Gestures, 2021
Black ink on paper with lines, 1772 x 2598 pixels, scan
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CLEO VELDMAN

Masked
Exposure

This is the definition of person: a human being regarded as an
individual; somebody characterised by having an identity. But what
is an identity, where can it be found? Identity is personal, identity is
collective. Identity is cultural, too. The riddle of identity is what Cleo
Veldman is interested in, creating exploration for such through the
powerful strategy of the mask.
Her practice comprises both the production of face-covering gear,
and the creation of photos, videos and performances inhabited by
uncanny characters. Her work is filled with persons who lost their
specificity and transformed themselves into Veldman’s masks. This
simple statement starts to appear problematic when the etymology
of the very word ‘person’ is actually “theatrical mask, actor’s mask”.
Things become confusing and boundaries blurred when person
and mask—somehow assumed different: one real, one fictional—
end up being the same. To make things creepier, the word mask
derives from “specter”. The mystery of personal identity becomes
a labyrinthine entanglement of layers, of parts; a struggle between
presentation and representation, reality and fiction.
In her work, Veldman regards these as the terms defining the
possibility to explore self-creation’s potential: a true identity is not
something lost; rather, it is something made-up—the provisional result
of the constant process of self-definition. Despite its latent playfulness,
her enterprise still appears nightmarish, where confusion and
dissipation of clear borders create fright. Her work evokes the visceral
terror of any consciousness torn between the eternal conflict of
individuation and indeterminateness. Her works recall the monstrous:
a “fragmentation of the perceived (...) followed by a re-composition
which ignores natural specificities”. 1 Veldman creates hybrids between
human and animal. She refers to a variety of subcultures and how
they peculiarly express inner qualities of identity through appearance.
The mask takes it to its extreme, in a play between concealment and
exposure, protection and suffocation, expression and suppression.
Embodying otherness might be the way to find yourself,
or give it up, eventually.

1

R. Girard, Il capro espiatorio, Adelphi edizioni, 1987, p. 60: ... una
frammentazione del percepito, (...) seguita da una ricomposizione che non
tiene conto delle specificità naturali.
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[1] Untitled. Remote, clay, 2021
Pink mask in lap, fabric, ears, 2020
Worn mask, paper mache, cotton balls, teddy bear eyes, 2020

CLEO VELDMAN MASKED EXPOSURE
MADTECH

[1]

FRANK MOHR INSTITUTE

[2]
[2] Untitled, 2021
Paper mache, beads, satin
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[3] Still from first episode of Interspecific Conflict, 2021
Actor left Milan Roenhorst, actor right Ron Veldman

CLEO VELDMAN MASKED EXPOSURE
MADTECH

[3]

FRANK MOHR INSTITUTE

[4]
[4] Still from first episode of Interspecific Conflict, 2021
Actor left Nynke Bloembergen, actor right Milan Roenhorst
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PAINTING

YU WANG

Unforgettable
Imperfect
To make the experience of the subject’s own inadequacy visible is the
content of painting for Yu Wang. Her practice addresses the meanings
and conditions that painting itself is made of. With her drawing she
records moments, while the act of painting formulates the invisible
traces these left in her.
Her work is visual poetry, the development of a repertoire of
images—signs, colours, shapes—rendering tales of reality.
But what kind of reality is depicted? And which kind of depiction is
sought? These questions are answered through the act of painting
itself, emerging from the acknowledgement and practice of the void:
grey areas and moments where things become shapes, in suspended
instants; where reality transforms itself into memories, and meanings
are assigned to things. In her paintings, Wang engages with the
feelings and forms that appear when perception is two-fold: a motion
simultaneously addressed towards something, and dispersed into the
whole. Her works give shape to the in-between’s inherent gaps, where
reality drifts and becomes something open to receive meaning, where
the unforgettable remains while the rest gets lost.
Yu Wang’s painterly universe can be accessed in a daze—the dizziness
felt upon the realisation that nothing can perfectly depict the world as
is: everything we do is just a shifting move, an otherness doomed to
failure. We can only deal with analogies and the metaphors of being.
The inadequacy of our (physical and mental) representations towards
life’s actuality, form the basis of our relation to the world. We realise this
essential difference with each and every sign that we create. The gap
where thoughts and images emerge is the perception of a discrepancy,
and painting is the touching of our blind spot’s contours—the visible
translation of our blindness, our losses.
For Wang, this inadequacy also grants the possibility of meaningmaking; of shaping unforgettables through creating that which does
not exist. Through signs and brush strokes, we can reinvent life and
history, insofar as they continue to mean something to us.

FRANK MOHR INSTITUTE
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[1] Ecstatic, 2020
Acrylic on canvas
70 x 80 cm

YU WANG
UNFORGETTABLE IMPERFECT
PAINTING
FRANK MOHR INSTITUTE

[2]

[1]
[2] You know, dark berries are the best, 2021
Acrylic on canvas, 130 x 150 cm
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[3-4] You know, dark berries are the best (detail), 2021
Acrylic on canvas, 130 x 150 cm

YU WANG
UNFORGETTABLE IMPERFECT
PAINTING
FRANK MOHR INSTITUTE

[3]

[4]

[5]
[5] Studio View
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FRANK MOHR INSTITUTE

YANG-HA
(HAEUN YANG)

Painterly Worlding
Yang-ha’s works possess a distinctive quality defined as a worlding
capacity. This comes from the process that brings them to life, the way
the artist condenses into a personal whole: a series of facts, events,
and situations otherwise not necessarily connected. With worlding
we can intend the “affective nature of the world in which non-human
agency comprising of forms, rhythms and refrains reach a point of
expressivity for an individual and develop a sense of legibility”. 1
The paintings are those agents of whose expressivity materialises the
artist’s inner recounting of the world. A recounting that occurs through
an individual and emotive lens.
This personal engagement becomes the substance of her act of
painting, which subsumes a process of blending matters through
several stages. Her methodical approach begins from a receptivity
toward the connectedness of stories, one subsequently shaped
through a selection of preparatory images. The preliminary phase
preceding the actual painting takes most of the creative process’ time,
finding a resolutive liberation in the final act of painting—
in the violent explosion of execution. Swift layers and figures appear,
their shape reminiscent of cartoons and graffiti in their gesturing
nature. Yang-ha’s paintings owe their character to drawing. They allow
for an open-ended series of both figurative content–interpretations
and the intentions behind them.
What keeps returning, unaltered, is the emergence of a flattened
world, whose initial violence is dispersed. An original threat is subdued
by a cynical yet humane distancing: ‘to paint’ extracts any violent
character, letting the gestures simply be animated. For Yang-ha, this is
how painting can continue to exist. She believes that the long-lasting
history of painting is nowadays just facing another turning point.
For her, painting’s unique trait of retaining its maker’s humanity’s
direct trace keeps it alive. The intimacy of the direct encounter
of brush, paint, and surface continues to canvass artists for their
commitment. A demanding one, which requests dedication, honesty
and solitude. And probably some cynicism too.

1

Excerpt taken from: https://newmaterialism.eu/almanac/w/worlding.html
(accessed April 2021)
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[1] I pretend to be okay, but I am not okay, 2021
Spray and paint on the wall, variable size

YANG-HA PAINTERLY WORLDING
PAINTING
FRANK MOHR INSTITUTE

[1]
[2]
[2] Installation View
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[3] Well, it’s a scene made to cry, so I will, September 2020
Oil and acrylic color on the abandoned wooden board
74 x 49 cm

YANG-HA PAINTERLY WORLDING
PAINTING
FRANK MOHR INSTITUTE

[4]

[3]
[4] My Dearest love_3, 2020-2021
Oil, acrylic and color pencil on the
abandoned wooden board and metal
96 x 88.5 x 35 cm
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TIANYI ZHENG

Mustering
Hauntology

A walk along the pensive shores of the sea: this is a picture of the
present when seen through the lens of Tianyi Zheng’s practice.
A practice lingering in the tiny stretch of land of consciousness,
lapped by the waves of an unforeseeable future whose waters are
continuously renewed by the rivers of time, and streams of distant
pasts which carry things and journeys.
The transported relics she can find, or which find her, become the
material basis of her works. They are as fundamental as the primary
act of being receptive to their very own existence. Found are traces:
a series of someone else, something else. Zheng’s practice
establishes a dialogue with alterity through mixed media installations,
a mustering of videos, texts, sounds, objects and performances.
These assemblages reunite both found elements and her own
attempts to reach a proper distance, one separating her current
situation from those voices inhabiting place or identity. Her work deals
with the question of settling the unsettled, a spectral figure which:
“is neither present nor absent, neither dead nor alive”. 1
Her practice is less interested in finding an eventual solution than
in continuous dealings with: “structural openness (...) directed
towards the living by the voices of the past or the not yet formulated
possibilities of the future”. 2 Paradigms of post-production
and curatorial-means intertwine within the space of personal
displacement. That identity can be considered inherently ghostly is
what emerges from her work, especially when phenomena of diaspora
and resistance draft its outlines.
Culture itself could be seen as the definitive ghost with which to relate.
We should not give up on it, even though its manifold apparitions
might give up on us. Through Zheng’s practice, attachment and
hopelessness become ethical questions of distance and perspective.
Our world is filled with phantoms and specters; they come from
the past and from the future. The Internet is filled with them, their
influences and shadows. We have responsibilities towards them, but
we should not become haunted by their ineffable presence.

1

C. Davis, État Present. Hauntology, Spectres and Phantoms, in French
Studies, Vol. LIX, No. 3, 2005, pp. 373–379, p. 373.
2
Ibid. p. 379.
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[2] The Freeway to a New Planet_4 Still life
Nightmare capsule and 5. New moon on the new planet, 2020,
Mattress foam, mosquito net, mirror, lamps, Ardunio,
a set of 10, variable sizes
[1] The Freeway to a New Planet_8. Still life, 2020
Plastic flower, vase, crate, lamp, Ardunio,
a set of 10, variable sizes

TIANYI ZHENG
MUSTERING HAUNTOLOGY
MADTECH

[2]

FRANK MOHR INSTITUTE

[1]

[3]
[3] Nothing Exercise, 2020
Bricks, analog photography, lightbox,
performance video, set of 4, variable sizes
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[4] Artist in her studio, 2021
Photo by Paul Meek
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TIANYI ZHENG

MUSTERING HAUNTOLOGY

MADTECH

FRANK MOHR INSTITUTE
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[4]

THE FRANK
MOHR INSTITUTE
The Frank Mohr Institute (FMI) at Minerva Art Academy offers an international Master of Arts
in Fine Art and Design, with three study programmes to choose from: Painting, MADtech—
Media, Art, Design & Technology, and iRAP—Interrelational Art Practices.
At master’s level, students need to be able to thoroughly examine and develop concepts
and contexts as well as media, materials and tools. This calls for critical reflection on
personal, artistic, societal, cultural and technological developments. The latter has a
significant influence on the impact of visual culture in society. This has led to a widening
of the arsenal of resources, providing new materials, methods and means. It also presents
us with the opportunity to develop ideas on the relation between these technologies and
the arts. The presence of the three study programmes, Painting, MADtech and iRAP, and
the cooperation between the three, provides students with an opportunity to exchange and
investigate ideas and experiments that deal with these specific issues.
At the Frank Mohr Institute we work with a broad view of media and projects, for example
virtual, actual or social objects that allow for connection with our environments. Through
developing their work, students investigate human interaction with contemporary society.
Artists from various disciplines work from their autonomous position, through which they
critically question, analyse, uncover, accept or deploy technologies, histories and critical
issues.

PAINTING

The study programme Painting educates visual artists who create their work and
conduct their investigations from a painterly perspective: for them, painting is an
important starting point or point of reference. Facing a world that is driven by a complex
interplay of cultural, economic, political and technological developments, art and artists
continue to take a stand, combining a personal perspective and a professional attitude.
The programme provides a context for artistic research into the meaning, position
and challenging potentialities of expanded painting in contemporary art and society.
Artists taking part in this programme seek a deepened insight into, and a specialisation
of, their practice through playful experiment and research. The investigations are not
restricted to the materiality, act, idea or field of painting alone: they can be described
as practical and theoretical investigations into the workings and potentialities of
the image, objects, space, perception and imagination in a broader sense.

MADTECH

MEDIA, ART, DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY

The study programme MADtech educates artists from the related fields of new media,
performance, fine art, design and technology. The combination of these fields refers
to overlapping practices that include emerging media, visual and performing arts, and
experience design. Students of this programme seek a deepened insight into, and a
specialisation of, their artistic practice. They wish to conduct research into subjects related
to the aforementioned fields, which means exploring and developing the use and application
of media and technologies from an artistic perspective. Participants explore a wide range of
technologies to interpret, imagine and change the human ‘interaction’ with a transforming
world. They apply the so-called tinkering mentality: tinkering in the sense of deconstructing,
adapting and reconstructing existing structures by working and experimenting directly with
them, acknowledging an open-ended outcome. This means that play and experiment are an
essential aspect of the development process and put a particular emphasis on the research
carried out. The students have the opportunity to playfully and experimentally explore and
investigate new technologies and to re-contextualise old ones, in short: ‘Media performers,
artists and designers doing strange and unexpected things with technology.’

IRAP

INTERRELATIONAL ART PRACTICES
The iRAP study programme* works with interrelational artistic practices or artistic practices
in social contexts brought in by students themselves or offered to them. Facing a world that
is more and more oriented towards quick results, accountability, protocols and non-human
ambitions, the interrelational artist experiences and learns to bring in the human scale, the
open artistic attitude, and a general, critical, open-ended and comparative way of working.
The programme offers the students a context to reflect on the meaning, the values, the
methods and potentialities of interrelational artistic practices in non-artistic settings. These
practices develop from issues that arise from the context they are embedded in.
This means that they do not develop concepts and projects to merely reflect on societal
issues within an art-related context or to place them into a domain outside the arts, but
to turn them into life possibilities while incorporating the context they critically evaluate.
This way of working results in work that is processual by nature in which working towards
tangible, artistic end results are not an aim in themselves. The physical means are elements
and tools alongside skills, attitude and critical awareness from which artistic methodologies
are being developed, forming the basis of interrelational practices.
* The iRAP study programme commenced with its first group of first years as a new profile,
September 2020.

2019 (September–December)
- Study trip, Venice Biennale.
- RE:Sume, exhibition, NP3 | 		
RE:Search:Gallery Groningen, Frank
Mohr Institute alumni, curated by
Ruud Akse.
- Workshop S.O.S. (sense of self),
TeZ Maurizio Martinucci.
- Pitch talk Presentations, Marc Bijl and
Jasmijn Visser.
- Study trip, New York, guided by
Leo Delfgaauw and Jan Klug.
- Work & Practice: visit to Amsterdam
with artist Eric Jan van de Geer; visit
to De Ateliers, the Rijksakademie and
Mondriaan Fund.
- Final results of module Media, Materials,
Makers, exhibition, by 1st year students
in collaboration with the
Rijksuniversiteit Groningen.
- Participation in Orbit Light
Festival, Groningen.

2020 (January–August)
- Theory Workshop “On Painting,”
Isabel Cordeiro.
- Theory Workshop “Intensified Reality,”
Roland Schimmel.
- Theory Workshop “Artificial
Connections,” Karen Lancel &
Hermen Maat.
- Theory Workshop “Testifying Practices,”
Bibi Straatman.
- Theory Workshop “‘Isn’t that a cultural
thing?’ - Diversity and dialogue in art
and educational spaces,” Anika Ahmed
& Margo Slomp.
- Theory Workshop “Between Text and
Texture,” Martijn Schuppers.

- “Circle Doing Words” online presentation
of the Performative Writing Workshop by 		
Lisa Smithson.
- Partner in two-year Strategic Partnership
Beyond Art Disciplines, supported by
the Erasmus+ Programme: Midterm
Conference in Stockholm.
- Study trip, Berlin, including Transmediale
& CTM Festival.
- RE:Cover, work-period, seminar and
exhibition, Bart Nijstad & Eirik Jahnsen,
NP3 | RE:Search:Gallery
- Work & Practice: Rotterdam visit with
artist Eric Jan van de Geer;
among other visits: Art Rotterdam, V2
(meeting with Florian Weigl), Stedelijk
Museum Schiedam, TEC ART at WORM;
studio visits to Olphaert den Otter,
Erik van Lieshout / Suzanne Weenink,
Nicky Assmann, Koen Taselaar,
Carla Klein, Teun Vonk, Geert Mul,
Laurens Stok, Wenzel & Van de Geer,
Alexandra Roozen.
- RE:Present I, Open Day presentation,
the Koepelzaal, Minerva Art Academy,
all 1st year Painting and MADtech
students, curator: Marc Bijl.
- RE:Present II, I care a lot, exhibition in
the form of digital publication with
twelve 1st year Painting and MADtech
students, curator: Belinda Hak, assistant
curator: Gisanne Hendriks.
- RE:Present III, RE:Mote, exhibition by
seventeen 1st year Painting and
MADtech students at NP3 |
RE:Search:Gallery, curator: Ruud Akse.
Livestreamed by robot through
Instagram and Facebook.
- Partner in two-year Strategic Partnership
Beyond Art Disciplines, supported
by the Erasmus+ Programme: Online
LearningTeachingTraining Activities.
- Disobedient Electronics Workshop,
Benjamin Gaulon.

- Creative Coding Class: Max & Arduino 		
Kickstart.
- Online visits, “A Crash Course in Art &
Media Technology” lecture series, V2
Rotterdam.
- Work and Practice: Get a Grant
event, Mondriaan Foundation and
Stimuleringsfonds Creatieve Industrie.
- Work and Practice: Online visits,
Mondriaan Fund, Rijksakademie
and Ateliers.
- Masterclass, Perforator Duo
(SoundsOfMusic Festival).
- Online visit studio Dennis Rudolph
in Berlin.
- Online lecture Jasmijn Visser from studio
in Berlin.
- Open call for artist collaborations—
upcoming exhibition at Museum Drachten.
- Hackathon with Dragan Glamocic.
- Online visit studio Alisa Margolis in Berlin.
- Graduation Shows #1–#8: Tales Of
The Unseen, Master Edition, NP3 |
RE:Search:Gallery

2021 (January–July)
- Epicenter 11.11, Livia Ribichini, 24/7
window exhibition, NP3 |
RE:Search:Gallery.
- Screen Breach Masterclass.
- Christmas Piñata, Ivana Deric, online live
performance, NP3 | RE:Search:Gallery.
- Presentation Project week
New Communities, all 1st year students
Painting, MADtech and iRAP,
Belinda Hak and Marc Bijl.
- Online Meet and Greet, Noordenaars.
- What Matters, Bruce Asbestos.
- MADtech x NAIP Collective Explorations,
concluded by collaborative audiovisual
performance day, Grand Theatre
Groningen.
- Pitch talk Presentations, Marc Bijl,
Belinda Hak and Jasmijn Visser.
- Interspecific Pluck, Cleo Veldman and
Reon Cordova, online live performance,
NP3 | RE:Search:Gallery.
- MADtech x NAIP Lab collaboration.
- Graduation exhibitions Detour and
Swerve, bachelor’s and master’s
graduates, Minerva Art Academy,
former Sugar Factory.

Visiting tutors
(September 2019–
June 2020-June 2021)
Arie Altena,
Frank Ammerlaan,
Hannes Andersson,
Bruce Asbestos, Jip de Beer,
Anna Braakman,
Isabel Cordeiro, Wineke Gartz,
Eric Jan van de Geer,
Dragan Glamocic,
Benjamin Gaulon,
Klaas Hendrik Hantschel,
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